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AP3HDK1 Precautions

PS3TM  HD KIT

Do not disassemble. Refer to qualified personnel only.

Never push objects of any kind, other than authorized items, into the product as they may touch 
dangerous voltage points or short out parts that could result in fire or electrical shock.   

Avoid leaving cords in places where they are likely to be walked on or tripped over. Do not pinch, 
damage, or wrap cords around objects or people. 

Do not allow children to play with cords.

Failure to follow these directions may violate the warranty.

When removing audio and video cables, use a twisting motion to avoid damage to the AV inputs.
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(PS3TM Console Not Included)

(PS3TM Console Not Included)

HDMITM Cable

Designed to play Blu-ray or DVD movies for PlayStation 3, performing the functions you use most

Simple layout makes using the remote easy for anyone 

HDMI™ Cable

Advanced, patented technologies ensure data is transferred with optimal bandwidth, speed, and accuracy

High-bandwidth design improves picture quality

Transmits digital audio and video signals between devices with HDMITM jacks, including high-definition 

A/V component

Compatible with PS3TM and all HDMITM devices

6.6-foot of shielded HDMITM Cable 

Resistant to extreme temperatures

PS3TM   Component Cable

6.6-foot of black cable for maximum placement versatility  

Nickel tips and easy-pull plugs 

Extreme temperatures resistant

Advanced technologies ensure data is transferred with optimal bandwidth, speed, and accuracy

Includes analog audio connections

PlayStation®3 is a registered trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Int. 
This product is not sponsored, endorsed or approved by Sony.

HDMITM is a trademark or registered trademark of HDMI Licensing LLC.

PS3TM Remote

(PS3TM Console Not Included)
PS3TM Remote
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